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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Digital vaccine passports have not been issued on a federal level in the U.S., but they’re widely

available, nonetheless. At least 21 states, along with the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, have

rolled out digital vaccine passports, and four more states plan to release them soon.  Advertised as

a convenient way to store your health records, digital “passports” are poised to become much more

than a way to display your COVID-19 shot status.

Already, digital passports are being required to gain access to events and venues that were

previously available to everyone, stripping privacy and freedom from those who choose not to use

them. Soon, they may merge with your health, Tnancial and digital identity so they can act as a

digital passport increasingly necessary to partake in society.

More Than 200 Million Americans Can Access Vaccine Passports

One of the most prominent names in the digital vaccine passport space is SMART Health Card, a

veriTable vaccine passport developed by the Vaccination Credential Initiative (VCI), which is a

“global coalition of public and private stakeholders including Microsoft, Salesforce, Oracle, the

Mayo Clinic and other health and tech heavyweights,” according to Forbes.

According to VCI, they’re committed to “empowering” individuals with access to a “trustworthy and

veriTable copy of their vaccination records in digital or paper form using open, interoperable

standards … Individuals can then use those veriTable credentials for medical purposes and to

demonstrate their health status to safely return to work, school, travel and life.”  More than a dozen

nations already use VCI’s SMART Health Cards, including:

Aruba

Canada

Cayman Islands

Cyprus

Hong Kong

Israel

Japan

North Macedonia

Qatar

Rwanda

Senegal

Singapore

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

U.S.

SMART Health Cards, which can be paper or digital, can be obtained from pharmacies, doctor’s

o_ces, state immunization registries and any other organization that has your shot records and

other health information. It can be stored as a digital Tle on your phone or computer, allowing you

to easily present it, in the form of a QR code.

“For example, you might share it to show your vaccine status for school registration or travel,” the

SMART Health Card website notes,  adding that you may also be asked to present your vaccine

passport at your workplace. They also stated, “In the future, you may be able to use your SMART

Health Card to share and store other health information.”

Sights Set on International Development

Already, more than 200 million Americans can access a digital vaccine passport. Dr. Brian

Anderson, co-founder of the VCI, told Forbes, “We're not going to have all 50 states leveraging this

approach. But the vast majority of the vaccinated individuals in the US — over 200 million of them —

already have the ability right now to go and get one of these credentials.”

This includes people who received COVID-19 shots at dozens of locations that are part of the retail

pharmacy program, such as Costco, Rite-Aid, CVS, Walmart, Kroger, Walgreens and more. Further,

as Forbes reported:

“[W]hether your state is red or blue, your healthcare provider is increasingly likely to offer a

digital vaccination record. More than 100 major health systems and hospital groups across

the country now offer SMART Health Cards to patients. These include Kaiser Permanente,

Tenet Health, Scripps Healthcare, Cerner and other healthcare heavy hitters.

Big regional healthcare groups in the SMART consortium span the country, from Centra

Health in Virginia to UCHealth in Colorado and from CoxHealth in Missouri to

SoutheastHEALTH in Alabama and Georgia.”

Ultimately, the goal is for vaccine passports to be used worldwide, presenting a formidable tool for

technocratic control. According to Anderson, it’s not enough that COVID-19 is waning — vaccine

passports, he believes, should be here to stay in order for people to travel and work freely:

“Yes, we're going to get to an endemic phase of all of this, but that doesn't change the need

to continue to protect the citizens of a nation from highly transmissible and communicable

diseases.

Vaccination veriUcation will be increasingly important at an international level. And so if we

want to enable all of our citizens from every state to be able to participate in the safe travel

across international boundaries and to participate in international commerce, it'd be

important for our government oVcials from every state to enable this.”

Digital IDs Can Be Tied to Law Enforcement, Retail and More

Right now, vaccine passports are highlighting access to one facet of your health records — COVID-

19 shots — but they’re unlikely to stay that way. Disguised as a tool for convenience and safety,

digitized ids, such as mobile driver’s licenses, are coming and will be embedded into everyday life

and used to control everything from food and sustainability to travel and mobility.

GET Group North America is among those working fervently to create “secure ID credentials,”

which includes the release of an international standard for mobile driver’s licenses and mobile IDs

(mID). The standards were approved August 18, 2021, for publication, clearing the way for “global

ID and Driver’s License Issuers to conTdently deploy mDL [mobile driver’s license] solutions, and for

VeriTers around the world to implement or adopt mDL readers.”

GET’s Mobile ID also intends to go far beyond a typical driver’s license to act as a digital identity

that will tie in to retail, health care, law enforcement and travel sectors. The pandemic accelerated

what was previously a gradual transition to digital, using the public health dogma that it would be

better to not pass physical documents and IDs back and forth.

mDLs and mIDs are also intended to provide a streamlined identiTcation veriTcation system that

can be used globally, doing away with different IDs for individual states.

“[E]lectronic authentication can give the mDL veriTer conTdence in the presented ID without

requiring specialized knowledge of the hundreds of card design and security features applicable to

the driver’s licenses (and their variants) that are issued by 56 states and territories,” the Secure

Technology Alliance wrote.

Ultimately, the IDs will also morph into vaccine passports, so that one digital ID will create a digital

trail of your every move. Some have speculated that the introduction of digital IDs and vaccine

passports in the U.S. is laying the infrastructure for a social credit system.

China’s social credit system, a massive undertaking of government surveillance that aims to

combine 600 million surveillance cameras — about one for every two citizens — with facial

recognition technology, has the reported goal of being able to identify anyone, anywhere, within

three seconds.  As investigative journalist Corey Lynn put it:

“Simply put: the pandemic is to mandate an experimental gene therapy that the CDC likes

to refer to as a ‘vaccine.’ That ‘vaccine’ is for purposes of getting everyone onto a vaccine

ID passport. The passport is to force everyone into the new global social credit system.

That system is to bring the global population to full obedience, as the globalists control

everyone’s access and spending to anything and everything in life, through the use of the

new CBDC (central bank digital currency) system they are building toward.”

How Digital Passports Could Affect Your Finances

Globally, a uniTed front is emerging to put systems, including ever-expanding plans for digital

currency, vaccine passports and digital IDs, into place for control and power,  like the ability to

track — and tax — everything you do.

If you buy the “wrong” products or foods, you could be penalized by being heavily taxed, for

instance, and there’s no limit to how high the tax could go or what products or activities could be

affected.

“It’s a total enslavement system,” former BlackRock portfolio manager Edward Dowd explained.

“And then they can cut off your digital currency if you behave badly, like they do in China … digital

currency and social credit will be tied. If you’re a ‘bad citizen,’ they turn it off and you disappear.”

In the documentary “Cash or Card — Will COVID-19 Kill Cash?”  producer Kersten Schüssler also

asked some important questions, like what’s at stake if society truly goes cashless? The answer is

both your privacy and your freedom.

The World Economic Forum (WEF), for instance, has been vocal about its agenda of moving away

from cash and to a digital currency, including in the U.S., for years.  But the pandemic led to a

drastic acceleration. In Germany, where people have been famously reluctant to embrace payment

by card or app, the number of people paying by card increased by 26% since the start of the

pandemic.

But keep in mind, the digital footprints or Tnancial data trails that you leave every time you pay by

card or mobile app are being watched closely. Information like how much alcohol you drink or how

much you spend on vacation can all be tracked and “sold to the highest bidder.” We’re at a point

where once oedgling startups have morphed into immense information empires, in control of our

information and our privacy is in their hands.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made it clear how valuable digital technologies are in acting as a

safety net to allow many activities to continue, but because governments haven’t dealt with

fundamental issues to protect privacy and digital rights, these information empires continue to own

and operate the Internet and global means of communication.

These monopolies lead to uncontrolled power that, in turn, leads people to be even more

constrained where they are living in a society based increasingly on surveillance, with digital

payments and further surveillance as a necessary part of this plan. Eventually, your entire Tnancial

life may also be tied to your digital ID or passport. In a Tgure that describes digital identity systems

in our everyday lives, WEF envisions that digital IDs, i.e., vaccine passports, will encompass:

Health care — to access insurance, monitor health devices and wearables and prove

qualiTcations (for providers)

Smart cities — to monitor devices that transmit data about energy usage, air quality and tra_c

congestion

Telecommunications — for individuals to use devices and service providers to monitor them

E-government — for individuals to Tle taxes, vote and collect beneTts

Social platforms — for social interactions

E-commerce — to shop, conduct business transactions and secure payments

Financial services — to open bank accounts and carry out Tnancial transactions online

Food and sustainability — to verify the origin of produce and enhance traceability in supply

chains

Travel and mobility — to plan trips and go through border control between countries or regions

Humanitarian response — to access services and demonstrate qualiTcations to work in a

foreign country

22 Ways to Stop Vaccine Passports

Avoiding vaccine passports and digital IDs of any kind is an important step to stopping the

advancement of global totalitarian control. How can they be stopped? Journalist Lynn highlighted

22 steps you can use to opt out of the madness and protect your privacy and freedom:

1. Do not comply, whether or not you’re coerced, bribed, guilted, intimidated or manipulated into

complying. “Civil disobedience is necessary.”

2. Contact your investment adviser or asset manager. Give them a list of companies involved in

vaccine passports and pushing the agenda, and tell them you no longer want to support them.

3. Avoid all digital identities and vaccine ID passports offered by banks, driver’s license facilities

and other industries as a means of increasing “access” or “convenience.”

4. Tell your friends, family and acquaintances about the real goal of digital identities, which is to

“put you on the Blockchain to surveil and control your every move.”

5. Contact your local sheriff. There are 3,081 sheriffs in the U.S., which should be contacted by

phone, email and mail. They have the power to not enforce illogical or illegal demands.

6. Share messages of truth around your community. You can spread the word using oyers,

postcards, stickers or “swag with a message.”

7. Don’t support establishments that require proof of a shot or negative test. If you do, give them

a card that reads, “I will not be a human experiment of a gene therapy jab for a virus that has a

99.98% survival rate.”

8. Email your state representative to block vaccine passports and digital IDs. Support and

consider donating to those who are taking action against injection mandates and passports.

9. Move your money from large banks to small, family-owned banks and small credit unions. “If

10% of people did this, it would create a huge shift.”

10. Build family or community energy and food systems, as “resilient energy and food supplies will

go a long way against their digital Tnancial blackmailing systems.”

11. Boycott Amazon and big box stores that are “building the infrastructure to enslave humanity.”

12. Use cash as much as possible, as it allows you to avoid being tracked via your bank account

and keeps your spending behaviors from being analyzed and used to manipulate industries,

supply chains and markets.

13. Leave your cellphone at home and avoid any and all data-tracking apps.

14. Limit the personal data you share online, on paper and anywhere else.

15. Call your senators and demand that they oppose the Federal Vaccine Database Bill H.R. 550,

which would allow the development of a federal vaccination registry.

16. Avoid purchasing “smart” products of any kind, such as smart televisions and Alexa devices.

“These products are all used for surveillance purposes via audio, some visual, and data

aggregating, not to mention potential integrated mind control technologies.”

17. Establish Tnancial security outside the system, such as by learning or teaching trade skills and

establishing networking and teamwork opportunities for people to build and work together

within their local community.

18. Clear as many debts as you can so you aren’t beholden to anyone. “Invest in people, learning

trade skills, family and community, hard assets, proper schooling for your children — which

might mean a local homeschool network — local farmers, any necessary supplies or equipment

you feel you need, your health and peace of mind.”

19. Maintain resources — medical, legal and otherwise — to Tght the COVID-19 tyranny  and stay

updated on legal action and legislation against COVID-19 mandates.

20. Be aware that it is not legal to require a person to get injected while it’s still under emergency

use authorization. “Though the FDA has approved PTzer’s Comirnaty jab, PTzer has chosen to

not yet produce it for the U.S., and instead are continuing to supply the EUA jab.”

21. Be there for those who have received the injection and are having adverse events or choosing

not to get boosters. “Help them through it and Tnd medical professionals that are aware of

what is happening and will assist them.”

22. “Visualize a better future for all, where these corrupt individuals are stopped in their tracks.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Tnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.



Access Now
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Digital Passport System Has Quietly Rolled Out
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola $ Fact Checked

At least 21 U.S. states, along with the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, have rolled out

digital vaccine passports, and four more states plan to release them soon

%

One of the most prominent names in the digital vaccine passport space is SMART Health

Card, a veriTable vaccine passport developed by the Vaccination Credential Initiative (VCI)

%

SMART Health Cards, which can be paper or digital, can be obtained from pharmacies,

doctors’ o_ces, state immunization registries and any other organization that has your shot

records and other health information

%

Disguised as a tool for convenience and safety, digitized ids such as mobile driver’s licenses and vaccine passports will be embedded into everyday

life, eroding your privacy and acting as a tool to control everything from food and sustainability to travel and mobility
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Humanity is ruled by globalist elites that mark a fascist state that classiTes the good and trustworthy (vaccinated "and rejects the bad

(not vaccinated), deserving of punishment. It is the world upside down to achieve the purposes of humanity. WEF with the Great Reset

It is the passport of punishment for those who do not comply with the mandates of the deep state, of the Grat Reset In his book,

Orwell wrote about an all-powerful Big Brother "surveillance state" that was tracking everyone in real time. Even at home, the

government was always watching and manipulating.

The technology that Orwell is established by authoritarian governments that obey the slogans of the globalist elites are steps already

taken by China and now emerge strongly in the US and in the world. Lockdowns, vaccinations and boosters have utterly failed to

deliver on their promise, implying that the added punishment of passports is a fraud.

www.theepochtimes.com/the-holy-covid-trinity-unravels_4319725.html  (06.03.2022) But power continues to dictate its rules based

on tyranny and in accordance with the idea of oligarchic psychopaths. Governments around the world have pushed for passports, a

move that poses an even greater risk to freedom, privacy and civil liberties. The World Health Organization will now meet with member

states and representatives of vaccine certiTcation credentialing groups to discuss a global vaccine certiTcation system.

reclaimthenet.org/the-who-is-working-on-a-global-vaccine-passport-syst..  (04/03/2022)
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In opposition to the WHO, a group called the Citizens Council for Health Freedom (CCHF) is asking Congress to scrap a plan that

would limit access to health care only to people who believe and share government-approved information. In a letter to deep

state swamp creatures, Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) and Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), CCHF calls for a ban on the scheme,

which has actually been in the works for many decades. under the name of Unique Patient IdentiTer (UPI). The letter explains

that the use of these identiTcation numbers "will undermine the doctor-patient relationship" and generate a monitoring plan

"from the womb to the grave." The scheme also aims to "centralize patient data in a national medical records system," the letter

alleges. www.wnd.com/2022/02/congressional-leaders-asked-kill-off-massive-healt..  (02/27/2022)
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Consider this, too. Courthouses are starting to limit access to only the vaxed. This means you lose your rights to use many legal

services if unvaxed.  The unvaxed are starting to look smarter every day. A time may come when they are grateful for being

separated from those who have been vaxed. For example, home schooling may provide many beneTts... eating homegrown

food... avoiding unhealthy large urban centers... lacking access to medical care by MDs..., etc. The places the unvaxed are not

allowed to go may ultimatlely be shown to be in their best protective interest.
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Hi, Gui. The most important piece of the puzzle seems to be missing from this article...microchip implants! Make no mistake

about it; they are ready to be rolled out at the earliest opportunity. The brainwashed masses will have no problem accepting

them for their "safety and security". It's the logical progression from paper and digital passports! The majority of the population

have already been brainwashed/conditioned/manipulated/controlled, for more than two years...the Tnal step is going to be a

piece of cake for the globalists.
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Thanks Almond, too. A source who works with Bank of America has revealed a pilot program that plans to separate vaccinated

employees from unvaccinated employees at an administration building in Jacksonville, Florida. “The unvaccinated will have

their access taken away and given access to only one ooor, with o_ces and a bathroom, but will not be able to go anywhere

else,” the source said. "Basically, they are discriminating." "But I can't partake in this," the source said, acknowledging that they

may be Tred or will have to quit. "I'm not quiet and I don't keep my mouth shut. I'm not going to partake in this program they are

rolling out." www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/bank-of-america-initiates-a-pil..  (Nov 18, 2021)
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Yes, Rabdy, Dr. Gal Ehrlich and Maier Fenster of Ehrlich & Fenster have uncovered evidence showing that a US patent has been

approved for technology to track and monitor people's digital activity in order to issue a score. of social credit based on their

compliance with the Wuhan coronavirus. The patent proposes to collect personal information from people about their mobile

devices, the use of applications and the browsing habits on social networks. There is also language suggesting that people's

pay and medical records will also be included in the surveillance sweep. Fascism and medical and political tyranny.

www.blacklistednews.com/article/81143/new-patent-proposes-digital-surv..
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Cheers Robert. Thanks for the update from the Grand Jury. What is becoming clear are the numerous human rights violations

inoicted by corrupt politicians under the leadership of the World Economic Forum (WEF). We are facing the most heinous

crimes against humanity committed under the guise of a corona pandemic. As Fuellmich said, there is no corona pandemic, but

only a 'plandemic' PCR test driven by an elaborate psychological operation designed to create a constant state of panic among

the world population”, “This agenda has been planned for a long time” .

humansbefree.com/2022/02/international-criminal-grand-jury-investigati..  DAY 5- FINANCIAL DESTRUCTION

odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-Day-5-online_1:4  GRAND JURY DAY 5: FINANCIAL DESTRUCTION -

DR. REINER FUELLMICH NUREMBERG 2.0 rumble.com/vvkvjk-grand-jury-day-5-Tnancial-distruction-dr.-reiner-fu..  DR. REINER

FUELLMICH GRAND JURY TRIAL - COVID VACCINE CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY - DAY 5 - NUREMBERG 2.0

rumble.com/vvjs4l-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-grand-jury-trial-covid-vaccine-..  BROADCAST LIVESTREAMS:  Feb/05/2022 Opening

Statements Livestream Feb/05/2022 - Day 1 (English) > Feb/12/2022 The general historical and geopolitical backdrop to all of

this Livestream Feb/12/2022 - Day 2 (English) > Feb/13/2022 PCR-Test Livestream Feb/13/2022 - Day 3 (English) >

Feb/19/2022 Injections Livestream Feb/19/2022 - Day 4 (English) > Feb/20/2022 Financial Destruction Livestream

Feb/20/2022 - Day 5 (English) >  Feb/26/2022 Eugenics + closing arguments and outlook https://grand-jury.net/   INTERVIEW:

REINER FUELLMICH ON CORONA COMMITTEE SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

rumble.com/vvnzno-interview-reiner-fuellmich-on-corona-committee-succe..  (02/23/2022)
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It is very discouraging what is going on in the World Court should be & should have been part of the news cycle. We have to go

look for it. Most folks' lives are not structured in a way they even know this court exist & is being engaged in what is most likely

the most important case in history, so far. All the clips where we hear right from all the players lips to our ears their dirty doings

& intentions, yet next to nothing in Legacy Media. All the facts that can be gleaned, all the facts kept hidden, all the mechanism

supposed to track information twisted, distorted, left out, yet Legacy Media has one message, get the Jab/s, get the endless

gravy train of the many multiple Vaccines your circulatory system can bear at any one time. So much truth buried in darkness.

Yet, when the Light Tnally breaks through, it will in the end burn brighter than all their lies.
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Hi Gui, thanks for this, and another great article by Dr Mercola. Here is a video that the whole world should see, explained

clearly by a comedian in the space of 15 minutes, the whole rotten and scary agenda of the WEF. Those perpetuating the evil

impositions on humanity cannot be human; as the video shows, they think they are above God and Creation and are hell-bent on

the destruction of the human race  https://youtu.be/6G3nWyoQ5CQ
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Glastian, a great link. Literally from their lips to our ears.
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Glastian, if it would be good for the whole world to see that video, how come the masters of censorship are allowing it on line?

This question keeps coming back to confuse me every time a similar threatening message is released by the maTa, that’s

supposed to open our eyes. What? OverconTdence? Display of power?
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Yes, Just, it is evident that the media are subject to the glonalist elite, health and freedom are not defended, convenience is

defended. The governments have no scruples, only an excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the dictates

of the globalist elite. We cannot trust any government, any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and

truth-telling journalists are slandered, demonized, accused of disinformation, censored, Tred and called domestic terrorists.

Attkisson in his discussed the state of journalism in a "fake news" context and addressed the challenges faced by anyone

wishing to enter the "dynamic, problematic but important and exciting profession of journalism".

He denounced that the so-called "fact check" is nothing more than a government propaganda campaign created by the CIA

Some of the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder, decreased immunity, Bell's

palsy, antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), cardiac disorders, autoimmune Guillain-Barre palsy, Graves' disease, and blood

clots , all derived from injections. sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (September

12, 2021)
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Thank you Glastian, "Vaccinated" people will be marked as candidates for full citizenship in the next New World Order, renamed

as the Great Reset that distributes disinformation to give answers to save the world not only from COVID, but also from climate

change, the digital hacking, disinformation on the Internet and the whole range of problems that they want to dominate to

satisfy their greed. The answer is the need to attribute a monetary value to each human being, based on their age, productivity

and other contributions to society including their carbon footprint, turning the human being into a digital asset of central banks.

The only privileged ones will be the globalist elite that will travel to Davos and the climate change summits on their private jets.

leohohmann.com/2021/03/23/are-you-ready-to-become-a-digital-asset-of-t..

 | www.globalresearch.ca/france-germany-canada-greece-convert-tyranny-age..

 | www.technocracy.news/hohmann-technocrats-are-leading-the-world-into-a-..

 | www.globalresearch.ca/dystopia-now-surveillance-through-vaccine-certif..
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Consider this, as Schwab and devotees telegraph from their lips to our ears, oh my, there could be a devastating Russian

cyberattack & everyone's money, assets could disappear, is very likely what they have in mind. What is their cure? Go all digital.

So consider the arrogance of these people. It's not just WEF puppets shutting things down or locking us out of our own lives to

consider, it's the whole business of anything mechanical, tech breaks down like it our not. Who knows if sun oares, cosmic rays

or what can oatten the whole system.

Even hit bad enough in one sector may be enough for everything to go down. A very big inouence involved in this is the Predator

top of their food chain is getting a lot of garbage in to create garbage coming out. They have armies of lick spittle's who tell

them what they want to hear, because if you don't, you get thrown to the wolves. The world Predator$ live in is so removed from

the consequences of their maneuvers & dictates, others carcasses litter the highway to their doorsteps. The smell never gets

close enough for them to realize what the real whole picture is.

This is why they will never win. The question is how much damage, havoc will be unleashed before enough are willing to

actually see what these birds are. And, it's not just the WEF who are lost in their own fantasy reality. Also keep this in mind. Ross

Perot became a billionaire running a process for Social Security on index cards. There other ways to do things outside of what

the Predator$ claim are the only way. The giant sucking sound he described is still whistling decades later.
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Guillermou... hang in there. you make SENSE..... as in 'common sense'...
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Let’s see if I have this right: the covid “vaccines” demonstrably do not stop viral transmission; injected people get covid; insurance and

mortuary statistics show shockingly high levels of all-cause mortality after the widespread implementation of the “vaccine” program;

the FDA & pTzer wanted 75 years to release “vaccine” developmental research data; anomalous conditions such as myocarditis and

blood clotting keep showing up among the “vaccinated”… what exactly is a “vaccine” passport system meant to certify, other than

possibly identifying the tragic victims—unwitting or coerced—of a criminal cabal?
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Yes, David, the crimes of the globalist elite. Lockdowns, vaccinations and boosters have utterly failed to deliver on their

promise, and are causing serious damage and death and a terrible economic crisis. this implies that the added penalty of

passports is an aggravating circumstance and a fraud. The propaganda was: vaccines were not primarily for self-protection, but

for the safety of others, you are endangering the health of your children, friends and co-workers. Failing to contribute to the

health and safety of the community was a socially criminal offence. Now to PTzer CEO Albert Bourla, in a public statement last

month: “We have seen with a second dose very clearly that the Trst thing we lost was protection against infection….

But then two months later, what used to be very strong in the hospitalization was also reduced. Real-world data aligns with the

CDC's Tndings. Dr. Tracy Hoeg, one of the lead authors of the notorious myocarditis study (which I wrote about last month), has

been constantly sharing data on the ineffectiveness of bracing in European countries. Dr. Mercola is publishing a lot of data

saying that the vaccinated are contagious and are also the ones who are dying the most in hospitals. The conTnement model

has been wrong, the lockdowns should have ended, while age-stratiTed measures were put in place to keep the vulnerable

protected. Blockades and passports are causing a great crisis. Passports have led to layoffs at companies including health care

www.theepochtimes.com/the-holy-covid-trinity-unravels_4319725.html (06.03.2022)
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Further, most insurance companies will not indemnify for "experimental" drugs. Govt has a terrible record of payouts or

compensation for vaxine injury and the process is very cumbersome which makes it impractical for many people to seek

redress.
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Exactly, David! You can't oy, unless you're "fully vaccinated". That's right up there with: "You can take off your mask to eat and

drink"!
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You got it right.
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It's the perfect crime when you have the support of the criminals. Ugh
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Since Covid is nearly gone, why the necessity to prove vaccination?
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They would also know who's Not vaccinated.
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I feel like this is way scarier than the original covid that the shot was made for --and isn't even around anymore. Clearly omicron went

through a huge portion of the population and the vax did NOT work against it - I have seen the proof of this within a UK CO here that

demanded the shot, or you'd lose your job - and watched 50+ workers call out about a month ago because omicron went through like a

match.  Soooooo holding on to an antiquated vax and demanding passports is absurd. Especially for the 99.98 survival rate. Jeeze.

When I think about our planet, I can't believe this wave of evil coming. For the last 12 years I've tried to stay in this happy bubble - I

planted my 'crops' (in giant Costco pots) and loved eating the fresh food provided- oh my word! Collecting rainwater, composting for

healthier soil - the whole nine yards. Even quit pest control.

There are so many small things we can do - the easiest, most simple, STAND FIRM. I will not be in an experiment where a shot takes

out my white blood cells - I think more needs to be spoken about our immune systems. I might not be able to Tght against a

bioweapon like what Fauci created, but I also can't Tght against a crazy guy with nukes - so when it comes down to it - our chances of

dying from a car accident, a war thing, cancer or heart disease --these are still way over the top. It seems like Fauci wants the people

of the US to look at crazy inoated numbers (which makes him look VERY ineffective compared to death rates in highly populated

countries around the world) but his goal is to continue to scare Americans - same goal Biden has since it was his visit to India to shut

down media regarding the positive results of Ivermectin in Uttar Pradesh.
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Yes, we can't be obsessed with perfect but rather should focus on what it is we can do. Patio gardens may be all some have to

work with, others, bigger projects. They all add up. The less we get our basics from the Predator$, the less we feed it. Hang tight

it's all good work.
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I love how fact check says no, that's not true - but actual news out of India tells a different story. More censorship anyone?

Thanks Brandon. grrr. So, working on our immune function is so important - but what's going to happen to a huge part of the

population of the world that just increased their chances of stoke, blood clots, myocarditis, cancer, dementia, loss of white

blood cells ... I mean, and now I keep being told about the HIV factor - they've thought of a lot of things, but not everything.

 Humans are extremely adaptable.

For some reason the people on this site are holding Trm and reading everything on the subject. MOIs are so important to look

at. My sweet friend who had the stroke after her boosters - she went in to see about the two aneurysms and it ends up she has

FOUR. They stopped the surgery; she is being rescheduled - they can't go in through her arteries. Think anyone will connect it to

the booster?  I will not say a word - but if anyone else knows of a side effect of aneurysms - I'm all ears.
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Thanks JustSteve :)
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Love—yes, they did a great job with their scare tactics and falsiTed death numbers. It’s sad we cannot even trust our hospitals

and doctors anymore, except those few who have come forward and tell the truth. What’s really sad is they have convinced

parents to give this death dart to their children. When Covid Trst became public knowledge it was a virus that killed the elderly

and immune suppressed. And the evils just kept pushing the jab to now wanting to include infants! Even encouraging

breast-feeding mothers to get this bio-weapon injected into their bodies to provide “immunity” to their babies! It’s criminal!!
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Sings6tolove: The human immune system is very robust else humans would have disappeared long ago. A fully nourished

person is not likely to succumb to any infection even Ebola or Zika. The problem is that we are almost all poorly nourished. The

pathological narcissists that control the military have been trying to create bioweapons forever and have not succeeded. Even

the "weaponized" anthrax caused only 22 infections and killed seven of the hundreds to thousands that came in contact. But it

served its purpose in that the War Powers Act was passed because of the fear generated. A professor of mine said he had been

offered is own lab with unlimited funds at Fort Detrick to create bioweapons.

Being human, he declined. That was in the late 50s when it was illegal as it is now. To me that Covid-19 was created in a lab is

irrelevant as it is no more effective than the ou. That the lab created idea is wide spread suits the purpose because it causes

more fear which is what the .00001% want. With fear the 99% are more easily controlled. I am concerned about the loss of

freedom and rights. The .00001% are using their privately held corporations to subvert The Bill of Rights. The government is

prohibited from censorship but Youtube is not.

The government is prohibited from search and seizure without due process but Wells Fargo is not and our recourse, by small

print contract, is through arbitration. Virtually no recourse at all. Freedom of movement is being restricted. Flying internationally

is impossible. Ecuador has become my Elba, but like Napoleon, I will escape. I know creating a counterfeit jab certiTcate is not

illegal, but does anyone know if presenting it to a government agent illegal? In the 90s when we went to Cuba, we were advised

not to lie because that was a much more serious offense. Is presenting a fake jab certiTcate the same as lying?
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"Hell is empty and all the devils are here." William Shakespeare, The Tempest
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God's rod is not a shaking spear. And those who go into that terrible time will see Hell open & what ascends out of there.

Revelation 9 KJB. They won't be so glib then, & there will be no more using the rod deceitfully & as a 'wand', as Jannes &

Jambres 2 Timothy 3. God, The King James Bible.
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PhotoGirl4.0
Joined On 8/10/2021 5:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen to that as well!  I am not particularly religious - more Mother Nature Spiritual (don't spout it, just for me!) But there are

some evil mother fuckers out to get us! Sorry for the language! But it is what it is. I keep reading about the Great Awakening and

can only hope that it is stronger than the evil lurking to take away our freedoms and our spirits - and as a footnote our DNA's and

humanity!!!!  Love all you Commenters on Dr Mercola! I have been with him since early 2000 but a change in email makes me

look a newbie. I have found so many amazing websites and new insights from you all that are obviously unattainable from MSM

for these comments. I don't have everyone's back when I talk about some of the info, but my instinct is all I need for me. So

thank you all so much! What a fantastic place Dr Mercola has opened up for everyone! My eyes are wide open and would be

pretty much pink eyed shut if it weren't for Joseph M!
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go back and read suggestion # 22. It says to visualize the defeat of this agenda. This is the most powerful thing you can do to stop

this juggernaut. You can visualize the destruction of such entities anytime, anyplace, with ease. The power of the mind, the spiritual

forces that we have to combat evil is greater than all the hydrogen bombs in the world. The more people that do this the greater the

effect. Read the story of Jesus cursing the Fig Tree. If you do not know how to visualize then pray, speak mantras, meditate, wish,

hope, perform rituals. Pick one. Do it.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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That's not just a story, & Jesus did nothing arbitrarily& not in harmony w/ the word as the living Word, Almighty God, the ever

lasting father, Je-ho-vah, holy, holy, holy. By him all things were created; & by him all things consist, & he is eternal&

transcendent to the Creation:not bound by it as the created & creatures. He is the Faithful& True, the Good Shepherd of

Psalm23/John 10 KJB. When he cursed the Tg tree, it was as the fruitless tree which that nation of Israel had become. What

was foretold was about to happen.  He also gave those members of his body in which there is neither Jew nor Greek, but Christ

all& in all, faithful warning that the same chastening judgment could come to them in Romans 9-11 if they followed into pride&

apostasy, became fruitless,& said the Jews would return, a remnant being saved in both Old&New Testament.

He pointed speciTcally to Daniel, not to Athens w/ their 'some new thing'. Self-willed. Acts 17 KJB.He said we would not know

the day nor the hour, but could see the signs of its approach,as the leaves budding out on the Tg tree. We pray within the same

bounds Jesus prayed, as he was faithful& lawful within the Godhead, in harmony w/ the word of God, so must we be: body,

soul& spirit. No mere man is sinless& no mere man could pay the price for sin: God offered himself a ram, a Lamb,& you cannot

nail soul or spirit to a tree, there had to be the body.

All the miracles were in fulTllment of scripture,& signs (for the Jews require a sign) of God changing the dispensation of his

grace, the evidence of faith changing. Even so, the earliest in the body, & all apostles(for the Jews were entrusted w/ the oracles

of God), were all Jewish by blood, but in the body by his blood& faith believing. We saw the leaves budding out when Jews, even

in unbelief as Ezekiel said they'd be, were stirred to return to that barren, forsaken land that was as Samuel Clemens/Mark

Twain described it in the mid-nineteenth century: Innocents Abroad.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just three words are needed to respond to a request for a digital passport system.  GO F##K YOURSELF.
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Amen!
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Digital Passport System is extremely dangerous to our democracy.  How to resist? Read this book "From dictatorship to democracy," by

Gene Sharp. It contains 198 methods of non-violent action. This book is translated in many languages and is used in 50 countries to

resist dictatorship. You can Tnd a summary here: wri-irg.org/en/resources/2008/gene-sharps-198-methods-nonviolent-actio..

 ~~*~~~ Trucker convoy protests against COVID-19 mandates on way to Washington DC

 eu.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/03/06/dc-trucker-convoy-protest..     Truckers are patriots Tghting globalists. Support

them.
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www.nonviolent-conoict.org/resource/from-dictatorship-to-democracy-a-..
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This site is the best thing in the world!  I am wondering if the Ukraine war is planned by these New World Order folks as Zelensky was

in Schwabs school, while Putin can't be controlled. And it sure adds to all the stress. I wonder, what is Putin's side of the story? Yes,

Ukraine was a part of mother Russia.... I am reminded of Texas, they talk all the time about succession from the United States, what if

they did? Would America declare war on them?
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We all need to wonder what "the other side of the story is". I never suggest I know it, but I always like to show both sides of

whatever story. For instance, I have a Russian born friend who has been in America since 1990 or so. He is suggesting that

Putin is going after US Bio-weapon labs in Ukraine as well as a huge Neo-Nazi group in the country. Also going after US deep

state and World Order money laundering going on in Ukraine that Putin doesn't want coming to his border. I am not an expert. I

am just listening to both sides with an open mind. Also hear that Zelensky is scum. I don't live there. I don't know. But one must

be open to both sides. And certainly this bullshit censorship going on around the world doesn't help form an educated thought

for those not understanding that fake news is real.
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Both 020202 & photogirl are correct in their sharings. My parents and I are born in the USA ( both grandparents were born in

Ukraine) & I have relatives in Ukraine. Just as there are USA citizens who have drank the kool aid as to co19 & our corrupt US

govt, so too are there Ukrainians who have drank the kool aid. Zelenshyy takes his instructions from the Globalists.
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Once again, (still?) Doc is proven to be right! Nuff said.
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Bravo!
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Using cash is a simple but important step for privacy.
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For a little while longer. If they succeed in the social credit system, cash will no longer be a valid way to pay.
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PERHAPS..... the real reason the central banks don’t seem to care? Do the authorities know what’s coming and have stopped caring

about salvaging the monetary system? Another 40-year high in the CPI is met with a yawn. HIV spike protein in your COVID vax? These

Are the Latest COVID Treatments ..PTzer says its Covid pill with HIV drug cuts the risk of hospitalization or death by 89% Prince Harry:

get tested for HIV to protect others in same way as for Covid MORE STRAIGHT THAN GAY PEOPLE ARE BEING DIAGNOSED WITH HIV

FOR FIRST TIME IN A DECADE New ..I ask these questions; ..Why are HIV drugs effective against COVID infections? ..Why are HIV

testing procedures becoming prevalent?/? hy is the MSM making a concerted push for universal HIV testing? ..Why are so many

people testing positive for HIV? ..Evidently the recently discovered forms of HIV are said to be much more aggressive than HIV strains

from decades past.

..Why are so many people beginning to die??..Is this why the MSM is pushing the new HIV strain story?? ..Even if you believe there is

no HIV in existence, there are certainly HIV spike proteins available. ..Perhaps it’s just this spike protein that destroys immune cells.

Thus, it seems that it has to be injected.
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Excellent article, especially the 22 steps at the end. “Though the FDA has approved PTzer’s Comirnaty jab, PTzer has chosen to not yet

produce it for the U.S., and instead are continuing to supply the EUA jab.” Upon hearing of the experimentation evident from the wild

variations of injury rates for different lots, I wonder WHY this is? Food for thought.
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The Cabal's 'Achilles' Heal' is police power. Without it, they are neutered and powerless to enforce their self serving agendas. The

focus and Trst order of business for those who desire to regain and maintain their autonomy, liberty, and freedom then is to block,

disengage, and dismantle pseudo-law (self serving and agenda driven "law") enforcement and not the psychopaths fomenting the

"laws". Once accomplished, their overlords can easily be arrested, tried, and executed. First things Trst, people. Prioritize.
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And now I'm going to be discriminated against, not race, not sex, not gender, not LGBTQ, not religion, but because I am not vaccinated

and have natural immunity to a political virus. What will be next, because I'm human?  What is the matter with these control freaks?

Don't they have anything better to do than harass humans? Look at our government, Tlled with old fossils in their dotage and

bureaucrats that think they know everything if they have law degree or basket weaving. Most people, when they get a virus go to their

doctor, not some bureaucrat or self appointed dimwit. These viruses are nothing more than a bad cold or the ou. Drive yourselves out

of this mass hysteria people manipulation crap, Bill Gates and Tony Fauci have enough of your money! Wake up and follow the money!!
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Are these cards going to be popular with people who have had treatment for a mental problem or been in a mental hospital? Will they

want to have to show that when applying for jobs or travelling abroad? And people with disabilities, poor health and so on? I think not.
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It's population reduction with vaccines, which is how Bill Gates described it. Mentally ill people and the disabled and physically

ill people might not make the cut, unless they're given a waiver by the deciders. That is the plan. If you want to prevent that

future, then please help others who can be helped in any way you can. It's not too late. There's still time. We oppose deception.

Thank you for your comments.
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Saw a great protestors sign on Saturday THE MEDIA IS THE DISEASE! But I must add to that the government is the sickness
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Exactly. The government is the cause of wars, pandemics, starvation, injustice, environmental disasters, toxic poisonings, etc.,

etc., etc.
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Yes, it is, in the sense that it's corrupted. A corrupt and rotting corpse is beyond repair, no longer useful to its departed soul or

spirit. Is the government beyond repair? The globalists want to replace all present governments with their own version of

public-private partnerships, but, as we've clearly seen, they, including such people who now rule by mandates and executive

orders, intend absolute control of a small remaining population of perhaps 500 million patented people, DNA altered and

connected to the internet of things, globally. Mainland China is presently closest to that goal.

We'll just have to work harder and smarter to prevent corruption from infesting our governments. There are some judges and

governors and legislators and doctors and lawyers who are honest and have consciences. Dr. Robert Malone posted on his

email this Monday morning, March 7, 2022, a recorded video in a presentation directed by Florida Governor Ron DeSantis who,

with Florida Surgeon General Joseph Ladapo, convened hundreds of doctors and other health professionals, including some

immunologists, discussing a possible federal mandate to vaccinate children against covid.

At the end of the conference, Dr, Ladapo announced that Florida will not require Florida's children to be vaccinated against

covid. The video is 1:35:46 in length, but the conference begins at 10:49. Dr. Ladapo is in charge of the Florida Dept. of Health.

Governor DeSantis did an excellent job of directing the very informative conference. I watched the rumble version, but it's

somehow still up on youtube at this moment.  rumble.com/vwposh-the-curtain-close-on-covid-theater.html  

www.youtube.com/watch
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THANK YOU Dr. Mercola for listing the ways we can help prevent or at least deter the digital passport process! Much appreciated!
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I, personally, cannot wait for the "GREAT RETIBUTION!" Can't wait to see the guilty ones pay for their crimes against humanity!
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Fauci is unscathed after 40 years...what makes you think it begins now other than fading away into a cushy "we the people"

funded pension? We live in a time of ZERO accountability. Not ONE perp in any of this has nary a scratch and its March 7th

2022.
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My new hero is Justin Trudeau. People who may have sent $10 to the truckers via gofundme.com or givesendgo.com are afraid their

bank accounts may be frozen. They are now realizing how serious the “War on Cash” is.  They now understand how electronic money

can be easily turned off or conTscated without warning. Electronic currency will enable you to be tracked and controlled in ways never

before imagined. People with money in bank accounts now understand how unsafe bank accounts are. All over Canada, people are

withdrawing money from their banks and depositing it under their mattresses because there is a sudden lack of conTdence in banks.

Why keep money in a bank that pays an interest rate of close to zero? Companies who sell personal and home safes are seeing orders

skyrocket.

Trust is something that takes generations to build and can be destroyed in an instant. For generations, banks have been trying to build

trust that their depositors will be able to withdraw their money. They even put trust in their names: i.e. Illinois Bank & Trust, First Bank

& Trust, New Mexico Bank & Trust, Commonwealth Bank & Trust etc.  Justin has done more than anyone to wake people up about the

dangers of electronic money and how important it is to Tght against the “War on Cash”. I guess I will have to take back everything I

said about him. We should expand “Cash Friday” to “Cash Everyday”. references:

www.survivethenews.com/what-is-happening-to-canadas-banks-right-now/

 | ussanews.com/canadian-bank-runs-appear-to-be-under-way-as-the-trudeau-..
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You have a good point there JohnPaulOMalley. But you didn't told them yet about the FEMA concentration camps they are

building for The Great Reset. You don't need money in there anymore. Justin Trudeau envy the US for having these FEMA

camps. Now over a thousand camps ready. FEMA is the executive arm of the coming police state and thus will head up all

operations. The Presidential Executive Orders already listed on the Federal Register also are part of the legal framework for this

operation. The Alaskan facility is a massive, it can hold approximately 2 million people. Why they have to be so big? When will

they be activated to lock people up? Let’s review the justiTcation for any actions taken in that way.

Executive Orders associated with FEMA that would suspend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. These Executive Orders

have been on record for nearly 30 years and could be enacted by the stroke of a Presidential pen: *  EXECUTIVE ORDER 10990

allows the government to take over all modes of transportation and control of highways and seaports. *  EXECUTIVE ORDER

10995 allows the government to seize and control the communication media. *  EXECUTIVE ORDER 10997 allows the

government to take over all electrical power, gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals.

*  EXECUTIVE ORDER 10998 allows the government to seize all means of transportation, including personal cars, trucks or

vehicles of any kind and total control over all highways, seaports, and waterways. *  EXECUTIVE ORDER 10999 allows the

government to take over all food resources and farms.  *  EXECUTIVE ORDER 11000 allows the government to mobilize civilians

into work brigades under government supervision.  ( There are many orders more, see here: amg-news.com/.../1988
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Yes! While thinking about how to manage cash in the form of paper currency and coins, a dedicated apron, like the farmers use

at farmers markets, may work well. When shopping at such outdoor markets where the farmers prefer cash, because they lose

money, about 30 or 35 cents last time I asked, on every sale with a credit card, I have ones in a cargo pocket, Tves in another

cargo pocket, and tens in an upper pocket. There are quarters at the bottom of the ones pocket, just in case. Farmers market

managers advise customers to bring small bills because farmers aren't banks. The biggest challenge is buying anything at a

retail shop, where small coins, like dimes, nickels, and even pennies may be involved.

In that situation, I pay more and tell the cashier to keep the change. Of course, I must still occasionally get currency at my bank.

The smallest that the ATM can dispense is tens. I must go inside the bank to get ones and Tves from the teller. The tellers are

glad to see me because it's a justiTcation for their employment. The globalists want to automate all jobs, making humans

mostly, if not entirely, obsolete.   It just isn't worth the time and effort to handle small value coins. Why make the people in line

behind you angry, waiting while you sort through a coin pouch? We're trying to get people to at least tolerate us, if not like us.

I was in line behind a man who used a coin pouch, and he gave exact change. That was okay with everyone present, but that

was in a neighborhood hardware store, and no one was behind me. Actually, I've been buying all my food directly from one

rancher and very few farmers, all of them certiTed organic, and the rancher has an additional certiTcation from the Real Organic

Project. The supermarkets, including Whole Foods, have no food for me! Whole Foods is in the process of eliminating cashiers,

with self-serve check-outs, and palm scans are a thing now for qualiTed customers.
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“For example, you might share it to show your vaccine status for school registration or travel,” the SMART Health Card website notes."

And that's how we go from a free society to a "papers please" society AND have a signiTcant portion of the population going along with

it. Worse, these people have signaled for some time what their end game is, whether in their own words, in books (Klaus Schwab wrote

a book; the title is The Great Reset), or using Hollywood as a proxy with a variety of Tlms and tv shows about a dystopian future.  If

Orwell were alive today, his Trst reaction would be that he was not imaginative enough in warning against the excesses of the state.

Most people here are aware of all this. What many may not have considered is how we go forward as a society. I believe it will be

impossible to return to the before times. Once you've seen friends, relatives, and colleagues openly advocate for people to be Tred or

otherwise restricted from participation in a society over non-compliance, that cannot be unseen. No wonder the new fascists clutch

their pearls in manufactured outrage over comparisons to dark periods in history. Something about the guilty dog barking Trst - and

loudest - comes to mind.
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It's not a "Smart Health Card", it's a Stupid App for Disease (SAD). It makes no attempt to track healthiness, only tracking disease

status. Vaccines have "disease codes", and rightfully so - as they do not improve and often decrease overall healthiness. Every

vaccination can be "diagnosed" at the time it occurs. No doctor can diagnose healthiness. Like most diseases, vaccinations are

incurable.
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Appreciating the news here and the great comments.
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How about a digital passport system for companies and other entities that pollute the environment and contribute to the weakening of

the human immune system making it more susceptible to disease?
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Very good Idea.
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This sounds more and more like" the mark of the beast" mentioned in Revelation, where you will not be allowed to buy or sell unless

you have the "mark of the beast" in your right hand (cell phone) or forehead (implanted computer chip). It says nothing about trading or

bartering goods. MMC88121
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Can't believe how many times I've thought this!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These chips are used to track cattle, our pets, how could anyone not see them as the Mark of the Beast. This is all we are in the

mind's(?) of the Predator$, simple beast of burden to exist for their whims, entertainment.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/7/2022 6:37:08 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MaryRN, JustSteve. Another way of looking at it is that it’s the farm animals that get “tagged”, but never the farmer (and the

wife)? Just as the sheeple get “jagged”, but not the Pharma (and the WEF)?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/7/2022 7:24:34 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The preserved word of God speaks of a few marks. There was one in Ezekiel, before the glory of the Lord was removed from

Solomon's Temple, & just before the judgment by Babylon. In Revelation 7 KJB, 1,000 of all the tribes of Jacob save Dan will be

marked by God's angels, but by Rev 16 they are all martyred& in heaven. In Revelation 13-16 it speaks speciTcally of the mark of

the Beast, & states plainly that without it, none will be able to 'buy or sell', that the Beast 'causeth' them to take it...not forces

(prior to taking it they still have free will choice, tho a hard one having rejected the grace of this dispensation when faith is not

by sight), & that all who do take it are irrevocably damned.

The spiritual warfare will be visible in that coming, as written.  Those taking it will be one w/ the Beast& his will of death&

destruction, w/o free will conscientious choice by which saving faith comes by the word, the grace& power of God by the new

birth, that circumcision of the heart w/o hands.

See Hebrews. Galatians & Colossians. The great ecumenical whore of Revelation 18, associated w/ the beast& globalist

merchandising, will go down (Revelation 17 identifying her, Revelation 18 detailing her demise) even before Christ returns w/ his

saints in Revelation 19 KJB. Men who love Mammon& deceive their own selves, unbelieving, as 1 Timothy 6, teach that there is

a 'contradiction' here, between those not providing for their families being as an inTdel, & those damned for taking the mark.

They only prove their ignorance of the word& the Lord,their inability to rightly divide it& their unbelief, manifesting their true 1st

love. Apparently when the whole world receives& follows the beast, & he sets himself up in the rebuilt Temple as 'god'&

Antiochus before him,& betrays & turns on the Jews realizing their mistake, oeeing Jerusalem,he then also turns on Laodicea &

MYSTERY,& betrays her. There will yet be a repentant remnant& saved out of every nation, & the Jews.
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PrimaryRINO_tzpatrick
Joined On 12/14/2021 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ancient Hebrew actually translates to hand or arm. Not knowing that, most people will think a mark on their arm can't be the

Mark of the Beast.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whole Foods is already getting rid of cashiers by using self check outs where qualiTed customers can scan their palms. All

others can still use plastic or a check or cash. Palm scans seem to be on the way to the goal of the globalists which envisions

all their controlled and patented human subjects are connected to the internet of things. Microchip implants somewhere in the

body might be a part of that plan. Maybe distributed nano chips in different parts of the body which is no longer human is in the

plan. Hybrid human robots could be in someone's thoughts right now. Tessa Tghts robots. Humor or ?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 12:30:10 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Vaccination Credential Initiative (VCI)". I'd love to see a full list of these entities that have popped up out of nowhere, within the past

few years. They just keep crawling out of their dark places! I'd also like to see a full list of the friendly sounding terms/words/phrases

that they use to con the masses into believing that they are benevolent; when in fact, they are malevolent!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I was told it was my civic duty to get this shot, I thought to myself, "Wow, that's awesome tactics!" So we have the

incredibly draconian lockdowns, masks, distancing, complete disruption to any form of freedom and basic human discernment

... and my head keeps saying, "Oh hale no!" Nope. It's absurd. And the only answer I can come up with off the knowledge we

have - the clear concise knowledge we have - is that this is a power takeover and the shift is coming. I wonder when the walls

around cities will go up and non passported peoples will have to live on the outsides of those walls. Hmmm.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know Randy, that's a lot of dead trees. Is there enough ink? Would anyone live long enough to read the list? Frustrating.

You eliminate the inouence of one and two more pop up. One can only hope they are so inbred they will cease to able to

reproduce, it's probably one of the reasons they hate nature so much.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. Those

responsible for this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of

a psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of

people on their way to the Great Reset. The hope that as much as the government hates it and those of us who seek the "truth"

still have this ability to think for ourselves and Tnd information that sets the course for true science and freedom.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing; sign me up to live outside the walls of this Dystopian Nightmare. Steve; oligarchy is Big Business; and yes - they

deTnitely hate nature! Gui; they have no use for real science and they couldn't care less about our "freedoms". It's beginning to

look as if there's only a few seconds left on the Doomsday Clock!
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is scary stuff and yes, I want to contact my rep's, and will, but it seems more pointless than ever, because a lot of them are

retiring, and not even trying to look like they're still doing their job. I'm thinking about a previous news clip I saw, maybe on Epoch

Times?, that showed a lot of the republicans are voting with Diane Feinstein on her latest 'take away your gun' bill. THAT is really

disappointing that they would do that. The 200 million sounds about right for being the 70% that got the shot(s), i.e. the sheep. They

aren't believing what we already know about the shots, I bet they will not believe what we know about the vaccine passport either.

And IT is way worse than just getting the shots, what I read about these in another article is total control of your life. Wait till THAT

happens to them. If they don't like your lifestyle, they can seriously control your every move. So we're back to the twilight zone again.

Passports needed to 'travel and work freely'. Boy is THAT a lie. Can you imagine, even though this is virtual, you are still be kept a

prisoner for THEIR whims.

Imagine it coming to someone saying, you don't have enough money to take THAT vacation, but you can go here instead. I use that as

an example because it is more likely to hit the nerve than them just letting you know you make poor choices at the grocery store. IT IS

TOTAL CONTROL. And one last thing, who does Dr. Brian Anderson think he is? I wonder what kind of 'dr' he is. Seems he might just be

the same kind of doctor that is killing people in the hospitals. But he's using this to get rich, too.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Already, beef can be shipped in from 3rd world countries and labeled as "Product of USA" if it is packaged in the US. Grain imports

must be fumigated many times, leaving a residue, if not completely sealed in airtight packaging. It can still be sold as

"organically-grown". What about Tsh farms? I have noted supermarkets substituting cheaper farmed Tsh and claiming it is

"wild-caught". Wild-caught may not mean what you think it does, either. The same with deTnitions on eggs. I needed a quick meal

when a relative showed up unexpectedly, so just fried up some eggs--he said it was the best egg he had ever eaten. My yogurt did not

set up nicely with organic brands of raw milk. Then, I discovered the milk was not truly organic even though it was legal to claim it

was--so many loopholes in laws.

We pretty much avoid milk nowadays, but, for a while, I would buy from a small dairy that delivered and was extremely conscientious

about grass and feed... that worked out well. How many canned vegetables are GMO varieties? If fruit is canned in "sugar" --and the

label does not say "cane sugar", it is likely a GMO beet sugar. Most jams and jellies are high in corn syrup nowadays. Dried fruit is often

sprayed with crap and adulterated. Do you really know what you are eating if you do not produce it yourself or buy from a reliable

source? How much longer can you afford food dependency?
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forgiveniam2
Joined On 4/29/2012 2:26:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would my "visualizing a better future for all" change anything. Ultimate justice for law breakers WILL happen when they are judged

by their Creator.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Post 278. 8-verse Psalm 121. We recommend this prayer used in ancient times to ward off Evil. God will punish the wicked and reward

the righteous. Prophecy #3: Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit Planet Earth – Jesus of Nazareth, Matt 5:5. Kovid-15 is a

plannedemic-genocide set up by Anglo-Saxon fascist global-elite set out to destroy humanity via eugenics. Ukraine conoict is an

8-year genocide committed by fascist Ukrainians set up by Anglo-Saxon fascist global-elite set out to destroy Russia via the Ukrainian

platform. Culprits are the same, therefore, the enemy we Tght is the same. Those Tghting for Russia and for Salvation of Earth may go

to jail but THOSE Tghting with Satan whom THEY worship should be the happiest on Earth for THEY shall soon be with him in the

Eternal Fires of Shame and Damnation.

So why are THEY the unhappiest? Those in the Trst category shall pay with their lives, those in the second category with their Souls –

that’s the tradeoff, that’s the catch. Disinformation is a lie, an intentional beguiling by the Serpent. And threats are works of fascists

who live in darkness. It’s better to go to jail as a good person Tghting for justice and Peace, even to succumb to torture, who stands

with the oppressed and protects those who cannot defend themselves – than go to Hell as a bad person, a weak coward with no spine

and twisted ideology siding with the oppressor who threatens, intimidates, and coerces the Common People, the opportunist who

assists the plunderer, the bully who betrays his own people, country, fellow man, and dear Mother Earth so he can gain perks and

special favors out of it; the fascist elite who prefers methods of N A Z I s and Inquisition to reason, justice, and Truth – because it’s

easier.

And if one thinks Hell is a fake place, think again. It’s as real as Kovid. Just hear testimonies of Kovid victims on this very site, and hear

what NDE witnesses say about Hell on YouTube. Pray for Good People of the whole world.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this post!  Meek: adjective Showing patience and humility; gentle. Easily imposed on; submissive. There are three

incredibly powerful sociopaths in my circle who could really really take me down. The only way I've been able to Tght them is

with the knowledge of what the Bible teaches about taking down evil. Unfortunately, some trauma creates crazy inner wounds -

but the oip side is - knowledge on how to defeat it. And you can be strong of mind and meek at the same time. I think, right now,

it's more critical than ever.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You add to& take away from,& misuse the word of God. Full of hatred& back-biting, pride& unbelief: self-justifying& 1 of those

builders who reject the chief cornerstone. You hate Great Britain& the US by which means God preserved for the whosoever's of

the world the word of God, the light of which exposes every fake& phony, every hireling, wolf in sheep's clothing& sorcerer of

craft which the Lord& all his apostles warned us of in his preserved& written, spiritually quickening, will& testament: the oracles

of God entrusted to the Jews, even the apostles Jewish. Your antisemitic hatred of God's people w/o distinction, refusal to

rightly divide& heed the grave warning of Romans 9-11, that those strange slips, if they so apostasize& follow those Jews who

did, can be broken out of the olive tree& judged, even more easily than those natural branches.

And that the Lord who broke them out is more than capable of gra_ng back in the natural branches in the stead of the

unfaithful unnatural ones he graffed in! No man but Christ Jesus who is also God of the Godhead, Je-ho-vah, is the Saviour of

the world: you prove you are antichrist. Our Lord Jesus Christ, the seed of the woman, the promised 1 of the root of David,

Messiah, the 1 for whom Abraham looked,& the 1 whose name Abraham put on his other son, the progenitor of that other

branch of semites out of the root of Shem: Ish-ma-EL, before sending him out.

Kedar will be diminished,but there will be many sons of Kedar& Nabioth gathered into the kingdom of the great King who shall

reign from Jerusalem for 1,000 years. But 1st the counterfeit,& that great Whore must be judged w/ the nations as many hearts

reveal their true 1st love:whether they love the truth that they might be saved,or turn away& are given over to their desire, their

delusions,& their judgment. He who letteth taken out of the way. The Lord will sort the sheep from the goats. You are of your

father the devil, on the authority of the word of God. John 8 KJB
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moses was the meekest man, Numbers 12:3 (Now the man Moses was very meek, above all the men which were upon the face

of the earth.) ....and he was used of God to kill those kings & the remnant of the giants, that corruption of Genesis 6, &

afterwards, those four angels bound in the Euphrates awaiting the day of judgment, they who will be loosed upon the men of the

earth under judgment (2 Peter 2, Jude, Revelation 9 KJB) in that terrible time coming, the time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30)

& Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9-12 KJB), that time when the stars shall fall, the sun shall be darkened & the moon not give her

light, that time Jesus said would be cut short else no oesh would survive it.

He was the type of Christ, not antichrist as you Tr-eels-key, serpentine you are, but deceived by your own pride, bitterness &

hatred; lack of humility, repentance or faithfulness to the truth.  You'd better repent, for no man without the blood of THAT Lamb

covering his sins will stand in the Judgment. He doesn't play philosopher's games of sophistry, he wields the sword of his

mouth, that Word of God, the written that two-edged sword that cuts both ways, that mirror into which if men will but look, they

see themselves, and God, as they truly are.

As he and the Trst Joshua(Hebrew)/Jesus(Greek) judged corrupt Canaan whose sin was full, so the express image of God & his

salvation, of the Godhead, foretold & foreshadowed, will come: & he will judge the whole earth given over to corruption, whose

sin is full, & that man of sin & beast they will follow...even calling him Jesus and Christ. When they shall say, Peace&safety, then

sudden destruction...& they shall not escape. 1 Thess 5 KJB.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://nderf.org  is my favorite site for reading about near death experiences. It's not a monetized site, although they welcome

donations. I donate $5 monthly automatically. They also have archives, as well as a related site about after death

communications:  https://www.adcrf.org   The rf letters in their url mean research foundation. I submitted my own report in the

out of body category, regarding a premonition in a dream which came exactly true, months later, moment by moment, involving

several people. Here's the out of body site:  https://www.oberf.org   There are literally many thousands of reports.
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